genetic diversity influences the evolution of microparasites is the topic of this study.
23
Since microparasites evolve faster than their multicellular hosts, chances of generating 
4
Therefore, the long-term outcome of the interplay between host and virus populations depends 5 on the degree of genetic diversity in both contenders.
6
The interaction between host genotypes and parasite genotypes have been modeled in the 7 context of two different approaches. At the one extreme, the gene-for-gene (GFG) model,
8
where a parasite genotype can infect all host genotypes and a universally susceptible host 9 genotype exists (Flor 1956 ). Resistance occurs when a host "resistance" gene is matched by at 10 least one parasite "avirulence" gene. Polymorphism in infectivity and resistance can be 
14
and responses to abiotic stresses and to infection. Lalić et al. (2010) showed that TEV-At17
15
systemically infected ecotypes that were resistant to the ancestral TEV (Table 1) . Furthermore,
16
infectivity, accumulation, and severity of symptoms varied among ecotypes. Hillung et al.
17
(2012) compared the effect of TEV-At17 infection on the transcriptome of the five ecotypes 18 listed in Table 1 , finding that they differ in the way perceived and responded to infection. Ler- 
24
In this study we sought to explore whether further evolution of TEV-At17 on each ecotype 25 would result in specialization or, by contrast, the new evolved viruses would retain the ability to 26 infect all ecotypes as the starting virus. After a period of experimental evolution, we evaluated 27 the infectivity, virulence and relative fitness of each evolved strain across all five A. thaliana 28 6 ecotypes and assessed whether significant host genotype by virus strain interactions has 1 emerged. We applied network analyses to evaluate the nestedness and modularity of the 2 infection matrix. The molecular basis of the adaptive process are also explored.
4

Methods
5
VIRUS AND PLANT ECOTYPES
6
A. thaliana Ler-0 frozen infected material from passage 16 of the evolution experiment 
12
The consensus sequence for the whole genome of the viral population was obtained as 
17
The five A. thaliana ecotypes listed in Table 1 were chosen for this study. According to 18 their genetic makeup, Ei-2, Ler-0 and St-0 shall be sensitive to infection with the ancestral TEV
19
whereas Di-2 and Wt-1 should not; all are sensitive to TEV-At17b (Hillung et al. 2012 ).
20
21
EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION
22
Experimental evolution consisted of three-fold replicated serial passages of TEV-At17b in five 23 ecotypes of A. thaliana (Table 1) . Evolution was initiated as described in Hillung et al. (2012) .
24
Passages were carried out every 21 dpi. Infection was confirmed by RT-PCR on upper leafs 25 (Lalić et al. 2010 
18
where µ is the grand mean value and ε ijklm is the error associated with individual measure m.
19
I data were analyzed using GLM and the following binary logistic regression equation
20
(Binomial responses and logit link function):
22
where ε ijkl is the error associated with individual measure l.
23
V data were analyzed using GLM (Normal distribution and an identity link function) and
24
the equation:
9
The magnitude of the different effects included in the models was evaluated using the 
21
The nestedness of the infection matrix was calculated using the nestedness temperature somewhere in between (−1 < Q < 1).
7
The statistical significance of T and Q was assessed using the general null model proposed 8
by Bascompte et al. (2003) . In this model, the probability of each cell being occupied is the 9 average of the probabilities of occupancy of its row and column. Biologically, this means that 10 the probability of drawing an interaction is proportional to the level of generalization (degree)
11
of both the virus isolate and the plant genotype.
13
Results
14
EXTENT OF ADAPTATION TO EACH LOCAL HOST
15
First, we sought to determine whether each evolved viral lineage has increased fitness in its
16
corresponding local host ecotype relative to TEV-At17b. W values are shown in Table S1 (gray 17 squares). None of the lineages evolved in Ei-2 or Ler-0 showed significant increases in W (one-
18
sample t-tests, 1-tail P ≥ 0.058). Only Di-2/3 showed 0.85% significant increase (one-sample t-
19
test, 1-tail P = 0.002). All lineages evolved in St-0 (2.74%, 5.65% and 13.62%, respectively; 20 one-sample t-tests, 1-tail P ≤ 0.031) and in Wt-1 (1.13%, 1.13% and 2.24%, respectively; one-
21
sample t-tests, 1-tail P ≤ 0.005) showed large and significant increases.
22
Next, we sought to explore whether the observed changes in W reflect genetic divergence 23 among independent lineages or instances of parallel phenotypic evolution with no genetic basis.
24
Lineages evolved in Di-2, Ei-2 and Ler-0 show quite diverse results (Table S1) 
27
Results widely varied among local hosts (Table S1 and Fig. 1A Ei-2 (t 3 ≥ 2.992, 1-tail P ≤ 0.048) but equally fit in all other three hosts. (Fig. 1C) . St-0, Ler-0, Wt-1, and
4
Di-2 plants show more aggressive symptoms regardless the viral isolate inoculated, whereas Ei-5 2 tends to be more tolerant to infection with all evolved strains (Fig. 1C) . Fig. 1C also   6 illustrates that the more virulent isolates in their local host are less virulent they are in their 7 alternative hosts. 
15
The first row in the matrix corresponds to lineage Ler-0/2 ( Fig. 2A) . This is the only
16
lineage whose fitness across all host ecotypes is not different from that of the ancestral virus,
17
not surprising since it has no mutations that make it different from TEV-At17b (see below). All the infection matrix ( Fig. 2A) 
18
Treating each lineage as an observation and each host ecotype as a subpopulation, the 19 average nucleotide diversity within host is ! = 0.167±0.008 (±1 SD; 1000 bootstrap samples).
20
On the other hand, the nucleotide diversity for the entire sample is ! = 0.187±0.014.
21
Therefore, the estimate of inter-host nucleotide diversity is !" = 0.019±0.010, and thus the 
SELECTION FOR TRANSLATIONAL EFFICIENCY AT SYNONYMOUS SITES
22
A possible explanation for convergence at synonymous sites is that selection for translational 23 efficiency would result in the replacement of poorly used codons by synonymous ones for 24 which the host cell has a large pool of tRNAs. Table S2 includes the ancestral and mutated Therefore, we conclude that convergent synonymous mutations fixed during evolution resulted 8 in codons that were ∼50% more used by the A. thaliana translational machinery than the 9 original ancestral codon.
11
Discussion
12
HETEROGENEITY IN HOST SUSCEPTIBILITY AND THE EVOLUTION OF
13
SPECIALIST AND GENERALIST VIRUSES
14
The evolution of host range in RNA viruses has received considerable attention due to its 
10
An unexpected observation is that the magnitude of the fitness improvements in the local 
26
The analysis of the infection matrix allows to conclude that adaptation to 
18
No evolved viral isolate was superior to all other isolates on every host ecotype. Likewise,
19
we found that no single host ecotype was superior to all others in resistance to every viral 20 isolate ( Fig. 2A) . Under such conditions it is possible to imagine that host ecotypes and virus 
25
We should expect modularity in infection networks if host and pathogens preferentially 
4
A GFG mechanism implies that mutations increasing fitness in the new local host exist that do 5 not pay a fitness cost in Ler-0, thus the set of hosts that an isolate can infect are subsets of each 6 other. At the other side, a MA mechanism implies that by acquiring the ability to infect a given 7 ecotype, viruses may entirely loss the ability to infect Ler-0. As we discussed above, however, 
22
From the perspective of permissiveness to infection, on average, the highest infectivity has been 23 observed for Ei-2. This genotype also develops the weakest symptoms. 
2
Here, we failed to find this association. Likewise, in a previous study this association was not 
15
An adaptive explanation for the evolution of virulence is the tradeoff hypothesis that
16
proposes that virulence must positively correlate with transmission (Anderson and May 1982).
17
Depending on the form of the virulence-transmission function, the tradeoff hypothesis predicts 
21
transmission and virulence was found for CaMV (Doumayrou et al. 2012 ). In sharp contrast,
22
we found a significant negative correlation between virulence and infectivity. 
18
While convergent evolution at nonsynonymous sites is explained as a consequence of 
25
Finally, the relative fitness of evolved strains is independent from virulence and infectivity. 
